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Main-chain scission of individual macromolecules
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We present a comprehensive investigation of main-chain scission processes aﬀecting peripherally charged
and neutral members of a class of dendronized polymers (DPs) studied in our laboratory. In these thick,
sterically highly congested macromolecules, scission occurs by exposure to solvents, in some cases at
room temperature, in others requiring modest heating. Our investigations rely on gel permeation
chromatography and atomic force microscopy and are supported by molecular dynamics simulations as
well as by electron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy. Strikingly, DP main-chain scission depends
strongly on two factors: ﬁrst the solvent, which must be highly polar to induce scission of the DPs, and
second the dendritic generation g. In DPs of generations 1 # g # 8, scission occurs readily only for g ¼
5, no matter whether the polymer is charged or neutral. Much more forcing conditions are required to
induce degradation in DPs of g s 5. We propose solvent swelling as the cause for the main-chain
scission in these individual polymer molecules, explaining in particular the strong dependence on g: g <
5 DPs resemble classical polymers and are accessible to the strongly interacting, polar solvents, whereas
g > 5 DPs are essentially closed oﬀ to solvent due to their more closely colloidal character. g ¼ 5 DPs
mark the transition between these two regimes, bearing strongly sterically congested side chains which
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are still solvent accessible to some degree. Our results suggest that, even in the absence of structural
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elements which favour scission such as cross-links, solvent swelling may be a generally applicable
mechanochemical trigger. This may be relevant not only for DPs, but also for other types of sterically
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strongly congested macromolecules.

Introduction
Reactions leading to changes in the molar mass of polymers
signicantly aﬀect the mechanical properties of polymeric
materials1,2 and are therefore an important factor in polymer
ageing and processing. These reactions fall into three broad
categories: depolymerization above the ceiling temperature Tc,
random or site-specic scission of individual backbone bonds
and (post-polymerization) cross-linking. The triggers and
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mechanisms involved in these reactions elements which favour
scission and depend on the particular polymer structures and
environmental conditions. For instance, many polymers
undergo random scission under oxidative stress3 or (usually
chain-centered) scission under mechanical stress, and distinct
mechanophores can be introduced into polymer chains to cause
targeted chain rupture.4 When radical mechanisms are
involved, random chain scission and cross-linking oen
compete, as is the case e.g. in the photooxidation of polyolens.5,6 Reactions leading to changes in polymer molar mass
are desirable e.g. for drug delivery7,8 (chain scission), in lithography9,10 (chain scission and/or cross-linking), or for recycling
purposes (depolymerization).11,12 Furthermore, intriguing
mechanoresponsivity, e.g. mechanochromicity13–18 or mechanoluminescence,19–23 results from the introduction of backbone
mechanophores.
We have previously observed a process of main-chain scission in dendronized polymers (DPs), which are linear polymers
bearing a dendritic side chain on each repeating unit.24 This
unexpected degradation reaction occurred in the course of the
divergent synthesis of DPs of dendritic generation g ¼ 6. The
synthesis of this class of DPs (PGgXn ; g denotes the dendritic
generation, n the main-chain degree of polymerization Pn, and X
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Fig. 1

Chemical structures of dendronization agent 1 and the g ¼ 5 DPs discussed in this publication.

the dendrons' terminal groups, see Fig. 1) relies on a gra-from
protocol in which the dendritic side chains are constructed one
g at a time.25 Specically, this protocol comprises rst the
deprotection of terminal NHBoc groups in PGgNHBoc
with trin
3TFA
uoroacetic acid to aﬀord the polyelectrolyte PGgNH
. In
n
a second step, the liberated amines are reacted with the Nhydroxysuccinimide ester 1 (see Fig. 1) under basic conditions
to aﬀord the next higher g DP, PG(g + 1)NHBoc
. This simple twon
step sequence proceeds with very high functional group
conversion and has provided facile access to DPs of up to g ¼
5.25 However, the path to higher g DPs using this procedure was
blocked by degradation: PG5NHBoc
(n [ 100) undergoes mainn

6126 | Chem. Sci., 2019, 10, 6125–6139

chain scission upon deprotection, mainly yielding oligomers
3 TFA
PG5NH
(n0 z 50).24 Chain scission was thought to be the
n0
result of coulombic repulsion between partially unscreened
terminal ammonium cations. These repulsive forces were
thought to mechanochemically activate the backbone C–C
bonds – the points of balance between the forces exerted by
neighboring dendrons – toward spontaneous scission at
ambient temperature.
The synthesis of g > 5 DPs has long been of signicant
interest: as postulated by de Gennes and Hervet,26 for any
dendritic structure there is a value of g, gmax, above which steric
congestion prevents the existence of defect-free dendrons. For
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DPs of the type PGgNHBoc
, this regime was predicted to be
n
around gmax z 6–7.27–29 However, because of the unexpected
chain scission, the aforementioned two-step synthetic protocol
could not be employed in the synthesis of PG6NHBoc
. Recently,
n
an alternative deprotection/dendronization protocol relying on
the NHAlloc protecting group was successful in circumventing
main-chain scission at g ¼ 5 by proceeding via the charge2
neutral intermediate PG5NH
n . The resulting DPs of g ¼ 6–8 are of
very high structural perfection and for the rst time permitted
a discussion of the eﬀects of reaching and surpassing gmax.30
This successful alternative route seemed to vindicate the
hypothesis of charge-induced main-chain scission, but
a growing body of evidence pointed toward a more fundamental
cause behind backbone cleavage than just coulombic repulsion.
Here, we will rst present more in-depth investigations of
charge-induced main-chain scission in DPs of g ¼ 5, utilizing
the protonation of terminal amines. Then, we will turn to mainchain scission reactions observed for neutral DPs, mainly of g ¼
5, though our investigations encompass entire homologous
series of g ¼ 1–8. This study relies on results from gel permeation chromatography (GPC), atomic force microscopy (AFM),
and electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy. We
discuss how these results form a consistent picture which
suggests that the main-chain scission reactions are generally
caused by swelling of the dendritic periphery. This is supported
by a molecular dynamics (MD) simulation of the DP swelling
process. To our knowledge, this represents the rst instance of
a sterically induced degradation process of single polymer
chains in solution, which may be a general feature of strongly

Chemical Science

sterically congested macromolecules. Furthermore, these
results provide further evidence that DPs of g > gmax are essentially “molecular colloidal particles” rather than classical linear
polymers, interacting with their environments only via their
very periphery.31

Results
The phenomenon of main chain scission was investigated on
charged and on neutral DPs in a variety of ways. g ¼ 5 DPs were
the focus of investigations concerning charged species,
extending on previous studies.24 Additionally, we present
investigations for a variety of factors potentially aﬀecting the
degradation of charge-neutral DPs in the entire range of g ¼ 1–8.
For both categories of experiments, details and additional data
can be found in the ESI† (Sections 3 and 4, respectively).
Main-chain scission of peripherally charged dendronized
polymers
The recent synthesis of PG6NHBoc
from PG5NHAlloc
proceeded via
500
500
NH 2
the neutral intermediate PG5500 , obtained from the N-deprotection of PG5NHAlloc
in the presence of a base, e.g. triethyl500
amine.30 If no excess base is added, deprotected amines are
immediately protonated (eventually to the positively charged
3DMBA
polyelectrolyte PG5NH
) by the allyl scavenger N,N0 -dimen
thylbarbituric acid (DMBA), which is quite acidic (pKa z 4.7
(ref. 32)). Thus, there were two options to prepare peripherally
positively charged g ¼ 5 DPs: either to protonate the neutral
2
intermediate PG5NH
500 e.g. with excess triuoroacetic acid (TFA)

Scheme 1 Reactions involving charged g ¼ 5 DPs; the transformations of only one terminal group are shown for clarity. (a) Intermittent
2
protonation of PG5NH
500 with TFA, followed by dendronization under basic conditions (compare ref. 30); (b) base-free deprotection of
3 DMBA
2tBu
PG5NHAlloc
,
resulting
in
the polyelectrolyte PG5NH
, again followed by dendronization; (c) deprotection of PG5CO
, followed by depro500
500
n0
2H
tonation of the resulting polyacid PG5CO
.
n
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3TFA
to furnish the polyelectrolyte PG5NH
(Scheme 1a), or to omit
n
3DMBA
the base during deprotection to aﬀord PG5NH
directly
n
NH3TFA
3(Scheme 1b). To facilitate analysis, PG5n
and PG5NH
n
DMBA
were converted into their neutral g ¼ 6 homologs
PG6NHBoc
by reaction with the g ¼ 1 dendronization reagent 1
n
prior to AFM imaging (Fig. 2a–c) and GPC analysis (Fig. 2d).
AFM imaging revealed drastic reductions in main-chain lengths
for intermediate protonation by either TFA (Fig. 2b) or DMBA
(Fig. 2c). These ndings were conrmed by GPC analysis
(Fig. 2d).
Aside from the above, fully protonated intermediates,
partially charged DPs were also investigated in order to determine a lower threshold of charged peripheral groups necessary
to induce backbone scission. To that end, g ¼ 5 DPs carrying
varying ratios of orthogonally (Boc- and Alloc-) protected amines
were prepared. NHAlloc groups were selectively deprotected
under weakly acidic conditions (same conditions as in Scheme
1b). No signicant main-chain scission was found even for the
DP bearing the largest proportion (80%) of charged peripheral
groups (see ESI, Fig. S4† for details).
Next, the main-chain scission of a negatively charged DP was
2tBu
investigated. The terminal tert-butyl esters in PG5CO
were
500
CO2H
deprotected using neat TFA, liberating PG5n
with terminal
carboxylic acid moieties. Subsequent deprotonation with
2 NH4
ammonia aﬀorded the corresponding polyelectrolyte PG5CO
n0
(Scheme 1c). AFM height images (Fig. 2e–g) indicated signicant
chain scission already upon ester deprotection (Fig. 2f), and not

Edge Article

only upon deprotonation to carboxylate (Fig. 2g). Short, dot-like
objects were observed in both cases, although the features of
2H
PG5CO
appear larger and less uniform. Dynamic light scattering
n
(DLS) measurements in methanol (Fig. 2h) showed reduced
particle sizes upon deprotection, qualitatively conrming main
chain scission, though DLS indicated little change in particle size
2 NH4
2H
upon deprotonation of PG5CO
to PG5CO
.
n
n0
Main-chain scission of non-charged DPs
DP scission experiments and associated characterization.
The initial discovery of main-chain scission of charge-neutral
DPs in N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) at $60  C was serendipitous (see ESI†). Pursuant to this nding, several factors of
potential relevance to this “hot solvent” mediated process were
investigated. First, polar-aprotic solvents similar to DMF were
screened under standardized conditions: PG5NHBoc
solutions
500
(ca. 1% w/V) were heated to 80  C for 1 h with gentle agitation.
The solvents were DMF, dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), N,Ndimethylacetamide (DMAc), N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP),
and N,N0 -dimethylpropyleneurea (DMPU). For all these polar
aprotic liquids, signicant scission was found, as indicated by
GPC analysis (Fig. 3a) and AFM height imaging (see ESI,
Fig. S8†). Interestingly, other solvent classes did not produce
the same eﬀect under otherwise identical conditions: no
degradation was found in alcohols such as ethanol and tertbutanol, intermediate polarity aprotic solvents such as acetonitrile (MeCN),‡ ethyl acetate (EtOAc), 1,4-dioxane, chlorinated

Main-chain scission of charged g ¼ 5 dendronized polymers: (a–d) DPs bearing derivatives of amines and (e–h) DPs bearing derivatives of
3TFA
, (b) PG6NHBoc
prepared via PG5NH
(Scheme 1a),
carboxylic acids. Tapping mode AFM height images (tapping mode, mica) of (a) PG5NHAlloc
500
n
n
NH3DMBA
PG6NHBoc
prepared
via
PG5
(Scheme
1b);
(d)
corresponding
GPC
retention
curves
(DMF,
0.1%
LiBr).
AFM
height
images
(tapping
mode, mica) of
n
n
2 NH4
2 NH4
2tBu
2H
2H
(e) PG5CO
, (f) PG5CO
and (g) PG5CO
; (h) corresponding DLS curves (MeOH, 0.1 mg mL1). PG5CO
: Dh  19. 5 nm; PG5CO
: Dh  16 nm.
500
n
n
n0
n0
Fig. 2
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The inuence of g on the scission process was studied by
heating solutions of DPs (1% w/V) in DMF or DMPU to 80  C for
1 h. These experiments involved a wide variety of DPs, including
NHBoc
PGgNHBoc
10000 of g ¼ 1–4, PG55000 , an entire homologous series of
PGgNHBoc
with
high
structural
perfection from g ¼ 1–8,30 as well
500
as additional samples of PGgNHBoc
with both low33 and high
500
structural perfection of g ¼ 6–8. The diﬀerences in structural
perfection between the latter two sample populations have been
characterized using the well-established defect labeling
method34,35 and are discussed extensively elsewhere.30,33 Fig. 4a
shows the collected results of this large number of scission
experiments, expressed by the shis in GPC peak retention
volumes (DRV) of the products relative to the respective starting
polymers (see ESI for GPC curves, Fig. S12–S15†). DRV values
were used as a measure to judge whether scission occurs rather

Fig. 3 GPC retention curves demonstrating the eﬀects of solvent and
(1% w/V) were prepared at RT,
temperature. Solutions of PG5NHBoc
500
then heated to the indicated temperature for 1 h. (a) Results obtained
for polar-aprotic solvents in which scission was found to occur at 80

C; (b) results obtained for other solvent categories (alcohols, intermediate polarity aprotic solvents, chlorinated solvents, aromatics) in
which no scission was observed for T # 80  C. Further heating of
already degraded samples in (c) DMF and (d) DMPU up to 120  C.

solvents such as 1,1,2,2-tetrachloroethane (TCE), ortho-dichlorobenzene (o-DCB), and chlorobenzene (CB), or the aromatic
solvent toluene (Fig. 3b). Among the polar-aprotic solvents,
diﬀerences between the solvents in the extent of scission were
apparent. DMF, DMSO, and DMAc led to relatively little degradation. NMP and particularly DMPU led to much more severe
changes: the polymeric peak is shied to yet higher retention
volumes (RV) than in the other solvents, and an additional
small-molecule peak becomes quite prominent (Fig. 3a;
compare Fig. 6 and the accompanying text).
To probe diﬀerences in the extent of scission in dependence
of temperature, DPs which had already undergone some
degradation were heated further. Solutions of ca. 1% w/V
PG5NHBoc
were prepared at RT and samples were analyzed by
500
GPC aer full dissolution. Further samples were analyzed aer
successive heating to 80  C, then to 120  C for 1 h each. For all
polar-aprotic solvents, higher ultimate temperatures led to
shorter scission products, as shown here for the extreme cases
DMF (Fig. 3c) and DMPU (Fig. 3d): among the tested polaraprotic solvents, DMF leads to the lowest extent of scission at
any given temperature, while scission in DMPU already sets in
at RT.§ For more data, see ESI (Fig. S9†).
To nd the lower temperature threshold for main-chain scission in DMF (the synthetically most relevant solvent for DPs25,30,33),
a concentrated solution of PG5NHBoc
was prepared (ca. 20% w/w in
500
DMF) and gradually heated while performing rheological tests.
This suggested an onset of scission between 60 and 65  C (see ESI,
Fig. S11† and the accompanying text).

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019

(a) Inﬂuence of dendritic generation g as evidenced by shifts in
GPC peak retention volumes DRV; DP solutions (1% w/V in DMF or
DMPU) were heated to 80  C for 1 h. Three groups of DPs were
employed: a series of g ¼ 1–8 and Pn ¼ 500 described in ref. 30, a series
including g ¼ 5–8 and Pn ¼ 500 prepared as described in ref. 33, and
a series of and Pn ¼ 10 000 from g ¼ 1–5. (b) Inﬂuence of peripheral
2tBu
substitution: solutions of PG5NHBoc
, PG5NHAlloc
, PG5NHCbz
, PG5CO
and
500
500
500
500
2Me
(1% w/V in DMF or DMPU) were heated to 80  C for 1 h. GPC
PG5CO
500
chromatograms and molar mass data corresponding to Fig. 4a and b can
be found in the ESI, Fig. S12–S19.† Inﬂuence of dendritic structural
perfection: solutions of PG6NHBoc
and PG7NHBoc
(1% w/V in DMPU)
500
500
were heated to 120  C for 2 h, using DPs of low structural perfection ((c)
see ref. 30) and high structural perfection ((d) see ref. 33). See ESI,
Fig. S20† for the comparison with starting materials.
Fig. 4
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Fig. 5 Parameters of little impact on main-chain scission: (a) DP concentration: GPC retention curves (DMF, 0.1% LiBr) of polymers obtained

and PG5NHBoc
after heating PG5NHBoc
500
5000 to 80 C for 1 h, both at concentrations of ca. 10% w/w and 1% w/V in DMF. (b) Shear rate: GPC retention
curves of DPs (5% w/V in DMPU, 24 h at RT) exposed to diﬀerent shear rates (orbital shaker). (c) Time: GPC curves of PG5NHBoc
(1% w/V in DMF)
500
maintained at 80  C for a total of 48 h, showing little shift in peak RV after initial scission.

than more readily transferrable quantities such as relative
changes in molar mass due to experimental constraints which
are discussed in the ESI (Section 4.4†). With one exception (one
batch of PG6NHBoc
; see ESI, Fig. S16,† for discussion), only the
500
DPs of g ¼ 5 showed signicant degradation, as indicated by
large positive values of DRV.
g ¼ 5 DPs bearing terminal groups other than NHBoc
CO 2tBu
2Me
(PG5NHCbz
, PG5NHAlloc
, PG5NHAlloc
, PG5CO
) were
500
500
10000 , PG5500
500
also found to suﬀer scission. Upon heating 1% w/V solutions in
DMF or DMPU to 80  C for 1 h, all of these g ¼ 5 DPs except
2Me
PG5CO
underwent signicant main-chain degradation
500
2Me
(Fig. 4b; see ESI† for GPC curves). PG5CO
only degraded
500
notably when exposed to higher nal temperatures (DMF or
DMPU at 120  C, see ESI, Fig. S18d†). As judged by comparison
of the relative concentrations of the secondary products
appearing at high RV (see GPC curves in the ESI, Fig. S18†), the
extent of scission followed the rough order PG5NHBoc
>
500
NHAlloc
CO 2tBu
PG5NHCbz
>
PG5
for
the
carbamates
and
PG5
[
500
500
500
2Me
PG5CO
for the two esters.
500
DRV of the main polymer peak in GPC is a fairly crude
measure of main-chain scission: closer inspection of chromatograms revealed additional features when harsh degradation conditions (DMPU, $80  C) were applied to DPs of g ¼ 3–7.
These experiments revealed additional species with RV z 19–21
mL (compare Fig. 6 and the accompanying text). However, DPs
of diﬀerent structural perfection did not behave the same: when
heated to 120  C in DMPU, samples of PG6NHBoc
and
500

6130 | Chem. Sci., 2019, 10, 6125–6139

PG7NHBoc
with low structural perfection33 produced signicant
500
amounts of low-molar mass scission products (Fig. 4c), whereas
PG6NHBoc
and PG7NHBoc
with high structural perfection
500
500

Fig. 6 (a) GPC peak retention volumes of secondary, low molar mass
DP scission products as a function of g; see ESI, Fig. S21† for corresponding chromatograms. (b) MALDI-TOF mass spectrum (positive
2Me
mode, DCTB matrix) of the degradation products of PG5CO
; the
500
main peak (m/z ¼ 9230.9) likely corresponds to the sodium adduct of
the macromonomer, (M + Na)+, calculated m/z ¼ 9229.92.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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(Fig. 4d)30 did not show signs of degradation even under these
harsh conditions. In these experiments, DRV was usually
negligible. Even harsher conditions ([ 2 h at 120  C in DMPU)
were required to aﬀord substantial shis in peak RV (see ESI,
Fig. S33†).
Some other factors were of little or indeterminate impact on
main-chain scission: the variation of concentration (Fig. 5a),
externally applied shear forces (Fig. 5b), and prolonged heating
([ 1 h; Fig. 5c) produced little change. The impact of chain
length is unclear: both samples shown in Fig. 5a (PG5NHBoc
and
500
PG5NHBoc
)
suﬀered
signicant
degradation,
their
molar
masses
5000
decreasing by 70% relative to the initial DPs (see ESI, Table
S1†). It should be noted that these two DP samples were
prepared by diﬀerent methods (PG5NHBoc
by RAFT polymeriza500
25
tion,36 PG5NHBoc
by
free
radical
polymerization
).
5000
Next, we set out to determine the identities of the low molar
mass side products generated in “hot solvent” mediated
degradation (e.g. the peaks appearing at RV z 20.5 mL in Fig. 2a
in the degradation of PG5NHBoc
). To that end, samples con500
taining 1% w/V of DP in DMPU were heated to 120  C for 1–2 h
and the products were analyzed by GPC and MALDI-TOF-MS.
Previous experiments had indicated some degradation in
DMPU at 80  C (see ESI, Fig. S13 and S15†) for the investigated
samples. In GPC, the low molar mass peak RV was found to
decrease with g, ranging from RV z 20.9 mL for the degradation
products of PG3NHBoc
to RV z 19.7 mL for those of
500
PG7NHBoc
(Fig.
6a;
see
ESI,
Fig. S21† for corresponding chro500
matograms). MALDI-TOF-MS provided evidence for the corresponding macromonomers for all DPs of g < 6 (see e.g. Fig. 6b,
see ESI Fig. S22–S31† for all mass spectra). For PG6NHBoc
and
500
PG7NHBoc
,
no
interpretable
peaks
were
found
(see
ESI,
Fig.
S22,
500
S30 & S31†).
MD simulation. The swelling process was modeled using an
MD simulation in solution. The starting point was a short DP
chain (PG5NHBoc
) simulated in vacuum,37 which was inserted
100
into a solvent box containing 35319 DMPU molecules (Fig. 7). It
should be noted that the initial polymer conformation had
a ‘pore’ along the backbone37 which was lled with solvent in
the setup of this simulation. It is not clear whether such
a feature corresponds to physical reality, but the initial presence
of solvent within the envelope of the DP certainly has bearing on
the simulation of swelling. The ingress of solvent into the
dendritic branches was found to be accompanied by a contraction of the DP cross-section by 9% and signicant changes to
the internal “pore”. An in-depth discussion of the evolution of
the cross-section and the role of the pore can be found in the
ESI.†
The evolution of the backbone is summarized in Table 1
(also see ESI, Fig. S37†). The following backbone parameters
signicantly increased over the course of the simulation
trajectory: end-to end distance, average dihedral angle, average
bond length, and the average bond angle. The changes are
particularly drastic in the middle of the chain: the center of the
DP segment (average over 30 bonds) experienced far greater
changes than the two chain ends (average over 15 bonds from
either chain end, Fig. 7c).

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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EPR spectroscopy
EPR spectra of scission products were obtained by heating
solutions of PG5NHBoc
(5% w/V in DMPU) in the thermostat of
500
the spectrometer, followed by vitrication of the reaction
mixture and measurement at 200 K. The neat DP solutions
revealed a weak, broad signal with a Landé g-factor of gJ z 2.01
(see ESI, Fig. S39a†). In order to capture the most likely transient radicals involved in DP degradation, oxygen was excluded
and a radical trapping agent (5,5-dimethyl-1-pyrroline N-oxide,
[DMPO, 2], see Fig. 8a) was employed in subsequent experiments (Fig. 8), which revealed a much more intense EPR signal
(Fig. 8a). The signal was tted by a simple deconvolution
approach based on the typical 4-line pattern of DMPO radical
adducts (Fig. 8b, see ESI, Fig. S41†) and likely stems from at
least four distinct radical species. Prolonged heating suggested
that these species are not thermally stable (see ESI, Fig. S40b†).
The degradation products obtained from EPR experiments
were also investigated by GPC (Fig. 8c), revealing that the radical
trap DMPO signicantly aﬀected the extent of degradation: in
the presence of DMPO, longer polymeric fragments remained

Fig. 7 Molecular dynamics simulation of PG5NHBoc
swelling. (a) Axial
100
and cross-sectional projections obtained from MD simulations after
solvent equilibration in DMPU38 and after 80 ns of productive simulation; solvent molecules are omitted for clarity, the DP backbone is
represented by the thick purple line. (b) Cross-sectional proﬁle
through the DP, showing the distribution of DMPU (blue; backbone
indicated in green, DP branches omitted for clarity). (c) Time evolution
of average C–C bond lengths in the middle of the chain (30 bonds) and
at the two ends (15 bonds each).
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Summary of changes to backbone parameters shown in
Fig. 7c and in the ESI (Fig. S37). Error ranges correspond to one standard deviation where applicable
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Table 1

Parameter
End-to-end distance
Average backbone
dihedral angle
(entire chain)
Average backbone
bond angle
(entire chain)
Average backbone
bond length
(entire chain)
Average backbone
bond length
(30 bonds in the middle)
Average backbone
bond length
(15 + 15 bonds
at chain ends)
a
c

Beginning of
simulation

End of
simulationb

Change

208.9 nma
160 c

214.7 nm
170.8

+2.8%
+6.8%

c



113.1

116.6  1.3

+1.8%

1.574 Åc

1.603  0.004 Å

+3.1%

1.58 Åa

1.68  0.01 Å

+6.3%

1.57 Åa

1.61  0.01 Å

+2.5%

Time-average during t ¼ 0–10 ns. b Time-average during t ¼ 70–80 ns.
Starting value at t ¼ 0 ns, directly aer equilibration.

when compared to standard scission conditions (i.e. in the
presence of DMPU alone, see Fig. 8c). Furthermore, unlike in all
other cases of g ¼ 5 DP scission, neither GPC (Fig. 8c) nor
MALDI-TOF-MS (see ESI, Fig. S40†) provided any indication for
macromonomer formation.

Discussion
Main-chain scission in charged DPs
usually relies on the
The divergent synthesis of PGgNHBoc
n
preparation of a polyelectrolytic intermediate (most commonly
3TFA
PGgNH
).
Aer
synthetic
attempts
to
produce
n
NHBoc
PG6n
resulted in short, oligomeric products instead of the
desired long polymers, it became clear that the polyelectrolytes
3TFA
of g ¼ 5, such as PG5NH
(n [ 50) are unstable.24 The initial
n
hypothesis that peripheral charges are responsible for this
instability motivated alterations in the synthetic strategy,
eventually leading to the use of the Alloc instead of the Boc
protecting group.30 This change not only permitted the
successful circumvention of main-chain scission, but also
2
provided direct access to PG5NH
500 . This charge-neutral intermediate oﬀered a new tool to explore main-chain scission further,
as it permitted for the controlled generation of polyelectrolytes
2
e.g. by full protonation of PG5NH
500 , which should result in
backbone degradation according the initial working hypothesis.

Fig. 8 (a) EPR spectra (200 K, X-band, 1 scan) after “hot solvent” treatment of PG5NHBoc
(ca. 5% w/V in 1.4 M DMPO/DMPU, 80  C for 5 min). The
500
inset shows the structure of the radical trapping agent DMPO (2). (b) Deconvolution of the background- and baseline-corrected EPR signal,
consisting of 4 component radicals, see Fig. S41.† (c) GPC retention curves (DMF, 0.1% LiBr) of DPs isolated from EPR experiments after heating
without and with a radical scavenger. Both samples were kept at 80  C in DMPU for approx. 20 min.
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2
The treatment of PG5NH
500 with excess TFA (Scheme 1a, Fig. 2a,
b and d) indeed resulted in main-chain scission. Furthermore,
the Alloc-based protecting group chemistry made it possible to
generate polyelectrolytes by protonation with weaker acids, the
most straightforward option being DMBA, the allyl scavenger
involved in the deprotection reaction. The protonation by this
3DMBA
weak acid (pKa z 4.7,32 producing PG5NH
, Scheme 1b)
n
likewise led to main-chain scission (Fig. 2a, c and d). These
results seemed to vindicate the initial hypothesis that peripheral charges are responsible for DP degradation at g ¼ 5.
Conjecturing that main-chain scission might not be limited
to positively charged DPs, we attempted similar experiments
with negatively charged, carboxylate-bearing DPs generated
2tBu
from the ester-protected DP PG5CO
. Though carboxylates
500
certainly diﬀer from ammonium cations in many aspects
aﬀecting charge–charge interactions (charge delocalization,
counterion pairing, solvation etc.), still the generation of nega2H
tive charges in the periphery of a DP such as PG5CO
was ex500
pected to result in scission, considering the ease with which the
3TFA
process occurs in PGgNH
. We aimed to rst prepare
n
CO 2H
PG5500 by removal of the tert-butyl group with TFA, and to
then deprotonate the polyacid using ammonia, resulting in
2NH4
a polyelectrolyte, PG5CO
(Scheme 1c).
n
To our surprise and counter to the working hypothesis, we
found that the ester deprotection already resulted in
a substantial reduction in main-chain length, as evidenced by
2H
AFM (Fig. 2e and f) and by DLS (Fig. 2h): PG5CO
was not ob500
tained, even though peripheral carboxylic acids should be
charge-neutral in the given medium (neat TFA). The eﬀect of the
subsequent treatment with ammonia to generate a negatively
charged polyelectrolyte is uncertain: DLS measurements show
2H
little change in average particle size (Fig. 2h; PG5CO
: Dh z
n
CO2 NH4
19.5 nm; PG5n0
: Dh z 16 nm). The reduction in particle size
evident in AFM height images (Fig. 2f and g) might originate
2H
from diﬀerences in aggregation behavior between PG5CO
and
n
CO2NH4
PG5n
.
The above results cast doubts on the initial working
hypothesis, which were reinforced by other observations
involving charged DPs: for structurally decient DPs of g > 5
prepared previously, polyelectrolytic intermediates of the type
3TFA
PGgNH
were found to be stable, failing the expectation that
n
the g > 5 DPs should be even more prone to “charge-induced”
3TFA
degradation than PG5NH
, due to their higher numbers of
n
peripheral charges. The surprising stability had been rationalized by structural defects resulting in reduced peripheral charge
densities,33 but for the recently prepared, more structurally
perfect DPs of g > 5,30 this argument cannot be applied: these
DPs contain comparatively few structural defects, and the
peripheral charge densities in the corresponding poly3TFA
electrolytes are higher than in PG5NH
. However, the prepan
3TFA
ration of g > 5 polyelectrolytes, e.g. PG6NH
and
500
NH 3TFA
PG7500
, proceeded without any backbone degradation.30
3TFA
PG6NH
does degrade in TFA at elevated temperatures,
500
3TFA
however the backbone of PG7NH
remains intact even under
500
such harsh conditions (see ESI, Fig. S3†).
Our initial working hypothesis that peripheral charges are
responsible for the degradation of g ¼ 5 polyelectrolytes was
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therefore inadequate: the results discussed above suggest that
peripheral charges aﬀect the backbone stability of DPs to
a degree, but that there is a more fundamental cause behind
main-chain scission.
Main-chain scission in non-charged DPs
Further insights into main-chain scission were gained by closer
examination of a serendipitous discovery: during synthesis and
handling of PGgNHBoc
, DPs are usually not subjected to
n
temperatures > 45  C. In an attempt to prepare highly concentrated solutions of PG5NHBoc
5000 (20% w/w in DMF), the DPsolvent mixture was heated to ca. 60  C to accelerate dissolution.
Alarmingly, the resulting solution was of very low viscosity,
which GPC and AFM analysis revealed to be due to a drastic
decrease in chain length (see ESI, Fig. S7†).
Following this readily reproduced nding, a number of
factors of potential relevance to this process of “hot solvent”
mediated main-chain scission were investigated as shown in
the Results section and in the accompanying ESI (Section
4†). The nature of the solvent (Fig. 3a and b), the ultimate
temperature (Fig. 3c and d), the dendritic generation
number g (Fig. 4a), the nature of the peripheral groups
(Fig. 4b) and the dendritic structural perfection (Fig. 4c and
d) were found to impact the outcome of scission experiments
signicantly.
Among these factors, particularly solvent/temperature and g
are of crucial importance: “hot solvent” mediated main-chain
scission has only been observed for polar-aprotic solvents (Fig.
3a). The temperature above which scission occurs varies by
solvent, ranging from room temperature for DMPU to $60  C
for DMF (see ESI, Fig. S11†). In all polar-aprotic solvents, the
extent of scission increases with the ultimately reached
temperature, and already degraded samples undergo further
backbone scission when subjected to even higher temperatures
(Fig. 4c and d). No scission at all was found to occur in other
solvent classes, including alcohols, moderately polar aprotic,
chlorinated, and aromatic solvents (Fig. 3b). One key diﬀerence
between all of these solvent classes and the polar-aprotics is
that the latter are chemically quite similar to the dendritic
branchwork. Previous investigations employing a solvatochromic probe suggested that the polar-aprotic solvents
are particularly good swelling agents for DPs of the type
PGgNHBoc
.38
n
The g dependence of the “hot solvent” mediated process
(Fig. 4a) closely matches that of the degradation in polyelectrolytic DPs: in both cases, only DPs of g ¼ 5 readily undergo
main-chain scission. While degradation has been induced in
neutral DPs of g ¼ 3–7 (see Fig. 6) and in polyelectrolytes of g ¼
4–6 (see ESI† and ref. 24), however very harsh conditions are
necessary to cause the degradation of g s 5 DPs.
Swelling as a common, underlying cause of main-chain
scission
The solvent- and g-dependence of scission and the similarities
between the “hot solvent” and “charge induced” main-chain
scission processes led us to formulate a new hypothesis: the
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fundamental cause behind main-chain scission in dendronized
polymers is solvent swelling.
Main-chain scission only occurs in the presence of good
swelling agents,{ such as TFAk or the polar-aprotic solvents
akin to DMF and DMPU. Backbone degradation also only occurs
in an intermediate range of steric congestion (Fig. 4a): DPs of g <
5 are more readily accessible to solvent than their higher g
homologs, but solvent swelling does not result in signicant
strain on the polymer backbone, as there is suﬃcient space to
accommodate the swelling agent within the DP branchwork. g ¼
5 DPs are still open to some solvent swelling, but the combined
steric demand of the bulky dendritic side chains and the added
swelling agent apparently exerts suﬃcient tension to break the
DP backbone. The side chains of g > 5 DPs are even bulkier,
however eﬀects of essentially dense intramolecular packing
become apparent for these polymers, which are near to gmax z
6–7:29 no or only very little swelling occurs, even with good
swelling agents such as DMPU or TFA. Rather, all solvent
interactions take place in the periphery, much like in a dense
colloid. Consequently, solvation of these very high g DPs is not
accompanied by internal rearrangements of the dendritic
matter, and no scission occurs, as little additional intramolecular tension results from dispersing such molecular
objects in a solvent.
The above hypothesis is corroborated by a number of other
factors which were studied for the “hot solvent” mediated
variety of swelling-induced main-chain scission: rst, the polymer concentration (Fig. 5a) and (moderate) shear (Fig. 5b) were
not found to alter the outcome of degradation experiments.
This suggests that forces acting on the DP molecules (either
transmitted through entanglements in a gel or applied externally by stirring or shaking) do not signicantly aﬀect mainchain scission. In this, the essentially mechanochemical activation of DP backbones is diﬀerent from other swelling-induced
degradation reactions of polymeric materials. Rather than in
individual molecules, such phenomena have been observed
previously in cross-linked gels13,19 and in dense polymer brushes
attached to surfaces.39–41 In contrast to DPs, these topologies
feature points outside a scissile polymer segment – i.e., crosslinks and attachment points – against which the forces caused
by the swelling of the overall structure can brace. In DPs, the
forces ultimately leading to backbone degradation appear to
originate from within the solvent-swollen polymer segment
itself, and it is not necessary to apply external force for a suﬃciently swollen DP segment to undergo scission.
Second, there is some inuence of peripheral substitution:
generally, DPs with bulkier peripheral groups undergo more
severe degradation under identical external conditions. For
2tBu
instance, PG5CO
behaves very similarly to the “workhorse”
500
polymer of this study, PG5NHBoc
, and consequently undergoes
500
main-chain scission e.g. at room temperature in DMPU.
2Me
PG5CO
, bearing sterically less demanding terminal groups,
500
requires more forcing conditions, and only degrades when
heated to >80  C (Fig. 4b, also see corresponding chromatograms and Fig. S18d in the ESI†).
Third, it was found that structural perfection impacts scission: recently prepared, structurally virtually perfect DPs of g ¼
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6 or g ¼ 7 (ref. 30) do not undergo main-chain scission, whereas
their cousins prepared by older synthetic routes33,42 do experience some degradation (Fig. 4c and d). Crucially, while the
former are essentially densely packed, the latter are structurally
decient, and consequently their structures are looser and more
accessible to swelling agents. The diﬀerences in structural
perfection were determined using defect labeling34,35 and are
owed to the diﬀerent modes of synthesis of these two series of
DPs as discussed elsewhere.30,33 Structural perfection and the
accessibility of such high g DPs to solvent relate closely to the
question whether such high g DPs can be considered molecular
colloidal particles.30
Solvent swelling as the cause for scission is further corroborated by an MD simulation of a DP of g ¼ 5 (PG5NHBoc
) in
100
DMPU as shown in Fig. 7. The penetration of the solvent into
the DP structure is accompanied by signicant internal rearrangements. Swelling is associated with a contraction of the
overall DP diameter (Fig. 7b, also see ESI, Fig. S36†) and an
elongation of the DP (Fig. 7a). The overall extension of the
simulated DP (Fig. 7a and Table 1) is caused by signicant
changes not only in backbone conformation (average C–C–C–C
dihedral angles increase), but also by changes in fundamental
bonding parameters, namely C–C–C bond angles and C–C bond
lengths. The changes are most drastic in middle of this short DP
chain (Fig. 7c): under connement to locally cylindrical geometry, C–C bonds experience an average extension of 6.3% over
the course of swelling. Meanwhile, the bonds at the chain ends
are stretched less (+2.5% on average), as the dendrons they bear
are not subject to the geometric restrictions present in the
middle of the chain.
An analysis of the diﬀerent energy terms shows a 20%
increase of the stretching and bending contributions by the end
of the productive simulation trajectory (t ¼ 80 ns). Although this
is partially compensated for by the favourable DMPU/DP
interaction arising from solvent penetration, the increase in the
bonding contributions clearly reects substantial strain on the
backbone due to swelling. At the end-point of simulation, the
force applied to individual strained bonds in the middle
segment amounts to 2.7  0.3 nN, with peaks reaching up to 2.9
 0.2 nN (see ESI, Fig. S38†). The mechanochemical literature
reports that tensions of 2–3 nN are suﬃcient for bond rupture
in macromolecules,43–47 suggesting that no external stress
(originating e.g. in shear elds48,49) in addition to swelling is
necessary to induce DP main-chain scission. It should however
be noted that the harmonic potentials used in MD simulations50
cannot appropriately capture the electronic changes necessarily
involved in bond breaking.
As the above paragraphs mainly dealt with neutral species,
some additional comments regarding polyelectrolytic DPs are
3TFA
required. Prior MD simulations of PG5NH
(Fig. 2b) in
75
37
aqueous solution suggested that coulombic repulsion between
peripheral ammonium cations leads to a porous, water-swollen
3DMBA
DP structure. Similarly, the degradation of PG5NH
might
n
be due to swelling of the DP structure by DMSO and NMP
(which are good swelling agents) promoted by the unfolding of
the DP structure due to charge–charge repulsion. Similar
reasoning can be applied to cases where TFA induces scission
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(Fig. 2c, ref. 24), and additionally TFA is a fairly strong acid (pKa
z 0.5) – strong enough to partially protonate free amides,
potentially generating charges in the interior of the DP
structure.** Even if no additional protonation occurs, TFA
3TFA
appears to be an excellent swelling agent: PG5NH
degrades to
n
3DMBA
shorter fragments†† than PG5NH
(Fig.
2d),
and the
n
2tBu
deprotection of PG5CO
results
in
main-chain
scission
even
500
though in that case peripheral charges are not present. Solvent
swelling must play a signicant role in all these degradation
processes, as the non-swellable polyelectrolytic DPs of g > 5 do
not undergo backbone scission. Overall however, the picture for
charged DPs is still somewhat murky, and further investigation
of the relevant factors is necessary.

Mechanistic insights into main-chain scission
The investigation of main-chain scission in charge-neutral DPs
has not only provided deeper insights into the causes of mainchain scission, but has also permitted mechanistic conclusions.
Swelling-induced main-chain scission in general should follow
the course already proposed for the specic case of “chargeinduced” degradation, which was thought to proceed by backbone scission, followed by some depolymerization of the active
chain end and nally either by reactive termination or loss of
driving force for the depolymerization reaction.24 For the
3TFA
degradation of PG5NH
, this was previously demonstrated by
n
the presence of macromonomer in the scission product
mixtures, detected by MALDI-TOF-MS and by 1H-NMR spectroscopy.24 For the case of “hot solvent” mediated main-chain
scission of charge-neutral DPs, macromonomer was similarly
found to be produced: in all scission experiments of g ¼ 5 DPs,
a secondary peak was observed in GPC, at much higher retention volumes than the oligomeric product fraction. Similar
peaks were also observed in the “hot solvent” treatment of
PGgNHBoc
with g ¼ 3, 4, 6, and 7 (Fig. S21†). The retention
n
volume of the second peak was found to decrease consistently
with increasing g (Fig. 6a), suggesting well-dened, small
molecule scission products the masses of which are related to
that of the DP repeating unit. This supposition was readily
conrmed by MALDI-TOF-MS: for all DPs of g # 5, the principal
ion either corresponded to an adduct of the macromonomer of
the respective DP or else was very close in mass (e.g. Fig. 4c; see
ESI for all mass spectra and a detailed evaluation, Fig. S22–S31,
Table S3†). For the case of PG5NHBoc
, scission products were
n
also investigated by 1H-NMR spectroscopy, and again signals in
the olenic spectral region suggested the presence of macromonomer (see ESI, Fig. S32†). For PG6NHBoc
and
500
PG7NHBoc
, MALDI-TOF-MS showed no clear peaks. This is likely
500
due to a combination of poor detection eﬃciency for the heavy
ions (expected M > 20 kDa) and poor ionization eﬃciency,
perhaps in part promoted by interdigitation of the few generated macromonomers with the remaining polymer.
EPR spectroscopy provided even deeper insights into the
process of main-chain scission. Swelling-induced main-chain
scission is essentially a mechanochemical process.4,51,52 For DP
swelling, the forces exerted onto the polymer backbone are
generated internally rather than applied externally, as is
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possible e.g. by bulk crushing or milling,53–55 by sonochemical
activation56–58 or by surface adhesion forces.44,45,59 Under
external application of rupturing forces, polymer backbones
usually undergo chain-centered homolytic scission57,60,61 (unless
e.g. an oﬀ-center mechanophore is incorporated),4 and the
resulting radicals can be detected and characterized by EPR
spectroscopy.53–55 By vitrication of an ongoing DP degradation
reaction (PG5NHBoc
in DMPU at 80  C), we found a low
500
concentration of transient radicals by EPR spectroscopy (see
ESI, Fig. S39a†). A signicantly improved signal was obtained
when the degradation proceeded in the presence of a radical
trapping reagent (DMPO, 2, see Fig. 8a). The deconvolution of
the EPR signal indicates that at least four diﬀerent radical
adducts are generated (Fig. 8b, see ESI, Fig. S41 & Table S4,† for
details). Due to the very broad lines, the present data unfortunately does not permit for the identication and structural
assignment of concrete radical species.
While this directly conrms our long-held suspicion that
a radical process is involved in DP main-chain scission, backbone bond heterolysis (though likely subject to a much higher
activation barrier than homolysis) should not be discounted out
of hand, particularly as DP degradation proceeds exclusively in
very polar media (polar-aprotic solvents, TFA). In the presence
of a radical trapping agent, though, no depolymerization
occurs, as evidenced by the lack of a secondary peak at RV z
20.5 mL in the GPC retention curves of the scission products
obtained from EPR studies (Fig. 8c). Likewise, MALDI-TOF-MS
of the scission products (see ESI, Fig. S40†) did not indicate the
formation of macromonomer. An alternative polar pathway
therefore seems unlikely, as the active chain ends generated in
bond heterolysis should be able to depropagate and produce
macromonomer even in the presence of 2. The presence of
a shoulder when depropagation of chain ends is prevented by
reaction with 2 suggests that chain scission proceeds in a chaincentered manner, similar to e.g. sonication-induced polymer
degradation.56,57 Shoulders observed in other cases (e.g. Fig. 2d
and 5c) may likewise correspond to diﬀerent degrees of chaincentered fragmentation, though the occurrence of depropagation complicates the interpretation of those fragment
populations.
The results discussed above form the following overall
mechanistic picture of DP scission: the swelling of the dendritic
branchwork of a suitable DP results in an increased steric
demand of the already bulky side chains. The repulsive forces
between neighbouring dendrons are transmitted to and
concentrated in the backbone via the branched side chain
structures.52 As the backbone represents the point of balance
between neighbouring dendrons, the main chain rather than
some side chain ruptures. The strained backbone bonds
undergo homolysis, and the resulting radicals depropagate,
expelling the corresponding macromonomer.‡‡ Depropagation
proceeds until the radical chain end is quenched chemically
(e.g. by dioxygen) or until the driving force disappears, e.g.
through spatial rearrangement of the dendrons at the newly
formed chain end.
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Summary
Since the material presented above covers a fairly large range of
interrelated results, we would like to summarize the most
salient points. Initial experiments with charged DPs (Fig. 2a–d)
supported our previous working hypothesis, which had
proposed coulombic repulsion between peripheral charges as
the determining factor in DP main-chain scission. However, the
stability of g > 5 polyelectrolytes30 and degradation in the acid2tBu
mediated deprotection of PG5CO
(forming a nominally
n
charge-neutral product, Fig. 2e, f and h) contradicted this
hypothesis, and suggested that the main cause of main-chain
scission must be sought elsewhere.
The discovery and subsequent investigation of scission in
charge neutral DPs – without any peripheral chemical reactions
occurring – provided key evidence in the search for an alternative explanation (Fig. 3–6). In striking similarity to DP scission
involving charged species, it was found that DPs of g ¼ 5 suﬀer
degradation in the presence of polar-aprotic solvents, mostly at
elevated temperatures. Very limited backbone scission could be
provoked in DPs of g s 5, but only at much higher temperatures. The strong dependence of DP degradation on g (Fig. 4a)
and the solvent (Fig. 3a and b) suggested that swelling of the
dendritic branches is the root cause behind main-chain scission. The impact (or lack thereof) of a number of other factors
(temperature, dendritic structural perfection, peripheral
substitution, shear, concentration; Fig. 4b–d and 5) conrmed
this notion, and an MD simulation of a g ¼ 5 DP in a good
swelling agent demonstrated that solvent uptake is connected
to substantial strain on the DP backbone (Fig. 7, Table 1). Using
EPR spectroscopy and a radical trapping agent, it was shown
that degradation proceeds initially via homolytic C–C bond
scission along the backbone, followed by partial depolymerization (Fig. 8). This is consistent with an essentially mechanochemical process, induced by internally generated tension on
the polymer backbone, exerted by the inherently very bulky and
additionally solvent-swollen dendritic side chains.
Swelling as the root cause for scission not only explains the
observations made for neutral DPs, but can also readily
accommodate the degradation of charged DPs: TFA in particular is likely an excellent swelling agent for DPs, in addition to
protonating peripheral amines e.g. in the deprotection of
PG5NHBoc
. Scission also occurs upon protonation of terminal
n
amines by weak electrolytes such as DMBA because coulombic
repulsion among peripheral groups opens the DP structure to
additional solvent swelling.

Conclusions & outlook
Solvent-swelling induced main-chain scission is essentially
caused by chain-internal mechanical stress and thereby stands
apart from classical chain degradation reactions: it is not
caused by external mechanical forces, nor by chemical reactants
attacking the backbone, nor is it related to an intrinsic
temperature instability of the backbone. DP chain scission also
diﬀers from scission phenomena observed previously in polymer networks13,19 and brushes,39–41 where scission is
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topologically restricted to segments braced between cross-links
or against attachment points. Rather, DP backbone scission is
the consequence of endowing an individual linear polymer with
densely packed, compact side groups. This dense functionalization has been enabled by divergent dendritic synthesis which
uses highly eﬃcient amide bond formation chemistry.25,30
Similar solvent instabilities might well be observed in other very
densely functionalized macromolecules, such as hypergra62 or
bottle-brush59 polymers.
The observation that DP main chain scission occurs most
readily at g ¼ 5 – just below the onset of dense packing at the
projected maximum dendritic generation gmax z 6 (ref. 29) –
reinforces the notion that DPs of such high g are essentially
molecular colloids: DPs of g > 5 are densely packed and only
interact with solvent peripherally. DPs of g ¼ 5 still oﬀer the
possibility of interaction that is more than supercial, but for
solvents which strongly interact with the DP branchwork,
swelling results in substantial stresses on the polymer backbone and therefore leads to main-chain scission. In contrast, g <
5 DPs more closely resemble standard linear polymers, in that
they can by and large accommodate solvent swelling without
backbone degradation.
The parameter space for the investigation of DP degradation is large. The work presented here mainly used the
example of PG5NHBoc
. In-depth investigations regarding
500
charged DPs and the purposeful variation of structural
parameters such as repeating unit spacing, dendron tether
length, and peripheral substitution may deliver further
insights into DP main-chain scission. Particularly the functionalization of DPs with groups providing LCST/UCST
behavior will be of great interest.63 The knowledge of degradation tendencies may also prove synthetically useful in the
preparation of g > 6, high Pn DPs in the quest towards individual macromolecules of GDa molar mass.
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Notes and references
‡ MeCN is fairly polar, but a very poor solvent for DPs of the type PGgNHBoc
. Their
n
mixtures with MeCN remain cloudy even at reux, while the other solvents listed
in Fig. 3a and b aﬀorded clear solutions at 80  C.
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§ In hindsight, this nding is not surprising: DMPU had been selected as
from PG5NHAlloc
in earlier
a prospective solvent for the synthesis of PG6NHBoc
500
500
studies, however, main-chain scission was found to occur; see the ESI for ref. 30, p.
39, freely available at https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acs.macromol.8b00891.
{ Since DPs are polymers with a signicant diameter and a rather clear separation
between “interior” and “exterior”, some comment should be made on the diﬀerence between solvents and swelling agents, which becomes particularly pertinent
at high g: many solvents are capable of dispersing DPs, but they are not necessarily
good swelling agents, i.e. capable of penetrating deeply into the dendritic
branchwork. This is true e.g. for methylene chloride, a very good solvent but
a rather poor swelling agent (see ref. 38). A potential example of the opposite case
is TFA, which appears to be an excellent swelling agent, but a poor solvent. Polaraprotics such as DMF and DMPU are both good swelling agents and good solvents.

Chemical Science

13

14

15

k Protonation of internal amides likely contributes to the swelling in the case of
TFA; see main text for further discussions on the inuence of charges.
** The impact of inter-dendron interactions such as hydrogen bonds on the
basicity of the amides is uncertain.
†† For TFA, the shortest fragments observed (n z 40–50) of all main-chain scission reactions were observed, suggesting a possible lower chain length boundary
on swelling-induced scission.
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‡‡ A discussion of possible mechanisms involved in backbone scission and the
generation of macromonomers may be found in the ESI.†
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